
Make It to the Sun  
By Helen Schell – Artist & Space STEAM educator  
For space themed activities, workshop ideas and examples please go to: 
https://www.sunspaceart.org/        (STFC funded project) 

 

Sun themed space activities for home & school  
Humans dream of visiting and living in space, but we cannot visit the Sun. How 
important is the Sun here on Earth, on the Moon, on Mars and in space? Think 

about energy, warmth and light. Imagine you are on a spaceship or collecting 
solar satellite data. Write a card and diary, design rockets, satellites, robots, 

solar panels, flags and mission badges for your adventures. Do a show & tell 
mission report for your friends and family. 

 
Find out about the Sun 
(If you can’t look online, use space books & imagination) 

http://www.suntrek.org/ 
https://www.esa.int/esaKIDSen/TheSun.html 

https://www.nasa.gov/sun 
https://sci.esa.int/web/solar-orbiter 

 
Recycle, Reuse, Reinvent, Recycle 
Art Materials (Use recycled card, paper, fabric & plastic where possible) 

White & coloured card/paper, decorative papers (wrapping paper), tin foil, glue 
sticks, sticky tape, & double sided sticky pads, scissors, rulers & lid circles to 

draw round, felt-tips, crayons & paints, and plastic objects. Also use Lego, 
Plasticine, toys & household items. 

 
Design a Sun Satellite Card 
Take sheets of card, think about cutting, folding & pockets, then draw and 

collage images. Write Sun data on one side and create a picture of the Sun on 
the other side. Look at other pop up books or old cards for ideas.  
 

Sun Diaries – Pop Up Book 
Include stories, poems, scientific solar data, art, craft & designs. Record your 

space exploration activities every day and what is it like to look out at space. 
 

Design a Sun Flag 
Find out about the Sun and design a flag or banner. On the front make a flag 
design and on the back write Sun facts. 

 
Design a Big, Bright Sun 
In a room or garden, collect general objects like blankets, recycled plastics & 

card, boxes, and even old clothes. Plants can be used in a garden. Add in all the 
solar features. Be imaginative and ask an adult first if you can use things.  
 

Sun Technology – Rockets, Robots, & Satellites with Solar panels 
You will need a special rocket so design a new type of solar fuel. Design heat 
resistant satellites with solar panels. Robots will help you explore and fix 
spacecraft. It takes about 9 years to get to the Sun, so think big! 
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